PPB PLACEMENT PORTFOLIO
FOR UNDERGRADUATE DIETITIANS

Students bear all responsibility for managing their placement portfolio.

1. Patient cases
Purpose. Completed on patients already seen, as ‘useful repetition’, to help students to:
   - Incorporate verbal feedback on how to improve on their first attempt
   - Prioritise elements of practice that need improvement

Frequency. One per week up to Week 9

How to complete
Student must clarify the date for submission. The Practice Educator should mark-up the case within one working day (or as soon as possible) with 1-2 areas for improvement and discuss these with the student before signing the form.

2. Reflection logs
Purpose. To enable student-led reflection on a learning opportunity

Frequency. One per week up to Week 9

How to complete. Student must clarify submission date and submit to PE as agreed

3. Assessment forms
Purpose. To summarise overall performance at regular intervals

Frequency. Specified on the last page of an assessment form

How to complete. Student must clarify submission date and submit to PE as agreed

4. Presentations
Purpose. To contribute to departmental output

Frequency. At least one presentation throughout during PPB

How to complete. In line with department guidelines